
WARNING:

Application:

Mfr. #:
Includes: Includes:

FOLLOW WARNINGS IN

9000# Jack Kit and Mtg/Tie Kit:  Straight-Acting Jacks

Mounting Straight-Acting Jacks on the REAR OF FORD, 2004 thru 2011 chassis with 19.5-22.5" TIRES.

AP49761 9000# Rear Jack Kit
2 - AP49759 Jack 9000x15 FXBA WS

1 - AP49764 Mtg/Tie Kit 9S FD/WH
2 - AP48082 Mtg Brkt - 9S FDR THRD BO
1 - AP48141 Clamp Kit 9S Mtg Outer
1 - AP49765 Clamp Kit 9K CT THRU

M.S.R.P.: See Item Price Listing M.S.R.P.: See Item Price Listing

Mfr. #:

02OCT12
ML50975/MI25.1082

Note: this sheet is for 2004 thru 2011 chassis.  2004 motor homes may have a 2003 chassis.
The 10th digit of the VIN code will be "3" 2003 chassis or "4" 2004 chassis.

FRONT

1 - AP16184 Hardware Kit 7/16"
1 - P43079 Crosstie Inner 38" Formed

AP48082

Use barrel grooves
to raise or lower
the jack

Use bracket hole pattern
to raise or lower the jack

CROSSTIE (P43079) can be inverted

AP49759

9.380
6.700

OPERATOR’S & INSTALLATION MANUALS

Use available bracket hole and barrel groove 
adjustments to achieve an approximate 8" 
mounting height.   Position of clamps and 

25.718

15.00"
STROKE

GROUND

*

*

CONCERNING WORKING UNDER VEHICLES.

brackets may vary from that shown.

*Low Position: For 22.5" tires
Approximate configuration

*High Position:
Approximate configuration

for clearance purposes

*

EXISTING HOLE
PATERN 3.00" x 5.50"

18.830

6.938

1.00"
clearance
needed
for clamp
removal

16.830

may vary from ones shown.*
Position of clamps and brackets

34.000

12.912

CROSSTIE
CROSSTIEAP49765

AP16184

AP48141

11.912



MOUNTING BRACKET & CROSSTIE WITH CLAMPS
STRAIGHT - ACTING

INSTRUCTION SHEET

MI25.9999
02OCT12

CROSSTIE

SMALL DIAMETER

BRACKET
MOUNTING

ASSEMBLY

FRAME
RAIL

If the bracket is to be welded to the frame, follow proper welding procedures and it is recommended to contact the 
vehicle or chassis manufacturer for specific welding instructions. 

VIEW - TOP / DOWN

VIEW - SIDE VIEW - FRONT

CLAMP

LARGE DIAMETER
CLAMP

SMALL DIAMETER
CLAMP

The jack mounting bracket has a small diameter clamp and a large diameter clamp. The small diameter clamp will only fit in 
a barrel groove. One or more grooves will be available near the top of the jack barrel. A different top groove may have to be 
used to achieve the proper mounting height. The clamp for the top groove is used to keep the jack at the proper mounting

installing the bracket. This will assist locating the bracket in the proper location and achieving the proper mounting height.
Tack the bracket in place, remove the jack from the bracket if necessary to completely weld the bracket to the frame. 

The clamps are designed to allow slight clearance when fully tightened. This eliminates the possibility of any "squeeze" on the
cylinder that could affect the operation of the jack. Check the jack grooves and the clamps for any debris that could cause a 
"squeeze" when the clamps are tightened. The jack can be slightly loose in the clamps with the clamps fully tightened.

WELD TO
CROSSTIE
ANGLE

CROSSTIE ANGLE

JACK

height and caries the entire vertical load for the jack. It is recommended to clamp the jack in the mounting bracket before


